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”A lot has been 
done here!“

Foreword

Crossing administrative borders, just as the River Möhne does, the Hoch-
sauerland and Soest District Authorities have been engaged in a wonderful 
project within the framework of the European Habitat Network ‚Natura 2000‘.

This project has once again demonstrated impressively that ecological im-
provement and flood protection can go hand in hand. The measures imple-
mented by the project team are an important contribution to the preserva-
tion of the typical floodplain habitats and protected animal and plant 
species of the Möhne Valley and represent a further step towards an eco-
logically good water status, as required by the EU Water Framework Directive.

As a ”by-product“, the Möhne Valley has attained significantly greater 
recreational value. This is proved by the intensive use of the cycle track 
along the valley, which is now accompanied by notice boards with descrip-
tive information about the various floodplain habitats and uses. Intensive 
communication and public awareness activities have made the project 
known even beyond the district boundaries.

We very warmly thank all those who contributed to the success of the project! 

Eva Irrgang  Dr. Karl Schneider
Chief Administrative Officer  Chief Administrative Officer
of the District of Soest of the Hochsauerland District
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BogbeanBeautiful demoiselle, male
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Welcome to the Möhne

On the border between the Haarstrang hills and the low mountain region 
of the Sauerland in the ”heart of Westphalia“ there is a green ribbon of 
landscape possessing great scenic charm - the Valley of the River Möhne. 
The Möhne has its source in the Hochsauerland near Brilon, and flows for 
about 65 kilometres before joining the River Ruhr at Neheim.
The Möhne reservoir lake is well-known as a recreational area, but most 
people are relatively unfamiliar with the natural beauty of the Möhne flood-
plain itself. From the river’s headwaters right to its mouth, visitors can ex-
plore the area along the Möhne cycle track and immerse themselves in the 
landscape. This is the area where an EU-funded LIFE project was imple-
mented across the borders of the Hochsauerland and Soest Districts from 
2010 to 2016, bringing many of the valley‘s natural treasures back to life.

The Möhne Valley is a special riverine landscape: the sources and tributa-
ries of the river, as well as the human use of the valley area, have given the 
floodplain characteristic plant and animal species. In the meadows, Wa-
ter-Meadow Grasshoppers and Black Storks can be observed. Alders and 
Ash trees grow on the river banks. Between roots reaching into the water, 
Brown Trout and Bullhead hide from the Kingfisher waiting patiently on its 
perch above them. The ”driving force“ of diversity in this landscape is the 
water that constantly changes the river environment. It is a unique ecosys-
tem – woven together out of land and water.

Together with the project partners, the authorities and the local people, 
much has been done to make the Möhne liveable and lovable once again, 
and to enable people to experience its beauty.
For the project team: Christoph Hester and Stephanie Terren

Kingfisher
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Beautiful demoiselle, female water crowfoot

The floodplain – living space for diversity

Meadows, pastures and forests that are influenced by the chan-
ging water levels of streams and rivers are known as flood-
plain habitats. This area of land adjacent to the river is in 
constant contact with the water. On a few days in the year, the 
plants and animals are literally up to their necks in water. 
Many endangered species are adapted to precisely these 
conditions and find their ecological niche in this landscape.

Intact, near-natural floodplains have multiple func-
tions: they provide habitat for plants and animals, they 
are a place of leisure and recreation for humans, they 
supply drinking water and they form natural flood retention 
areas. The value of this landscape, also for human, lies in its 
diversity.
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Black alderBullheadFire Salamander

Water habitats
Cold and oxygen-rich highland rivers, like the Möhne, with their rocky or 
gravelly beds are the typical habitat of Brown Trout, Bullhead, Brook Lam-
prey and Minnow. Environmental factors such as the rate of flow affect this 
habitat. A high flow rate means that the oxygen content is higher, the tem-
perature is lower, and the sediment is shifted around. In areas of lesser 
flow, such as behind a fallen tree, fine sediment can collect. This structural 
diversity forms the basis for biodiversity in the water. The larvae of May-
flies, Caddis Flies and Dragonflies are just some of the many inhabitants 
of such a river.
The habitat ”Watercourses with Submersed Vegetation“ deserves special 
attention because it is under threat all over Europe. This habitat comprises 
natural and semi-natural watercourses with water mosses and aquatic 
plants such as the Water Crowfoot.

Water Protection
The objectives are to restore the natural dynamics of watercourses to 
make them free of obstacles for fish and small organisms and to prevent 
inputs of pollutants and excessive nutrient substances. In addition, rena-
turation of river banks and elimination of ponded river sections are requi-
red, as a treatment of sewage and observance of buffer strips alongside 
the watercourse. Indicator species: Bullhead, Brook Trout, Dipper, Kingfis-
her, Caddis Flies.

Forest habitats
Riparian forests are adapted to the constant fluctuations in water levels. In 
mountainous and hilly landscapes they mostly consist of Ash trees, Black 
Alder and Crack Willow. Alongside the rivers at lower altitudes they usually 
consist of softwood species, such as the White Willow, which tolerate pro-
longed flooding. Their fallen foliage provides food for specialized leaf- 
digesting organisms in the water – the beginning of the food chain.
So-called river development measures, such as watercourse straigh-
tening, disturb the inundation dynamics and the riparian forest then disap-
pears.
Indicator species: Alder, Fire Salamander, Woodpeckers, Black Stork

Open valley area

River course extension

River course extension

Fish ladder

Unreinforced river banks

Unreinforced river banks
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Lesser marbled fritillaryLousewort Blackstork

Meadow habitats
Meadows are among the most biologically diverse habitats in the Möhne 
Valley. They are an essential part of our cultural landscape and were created 
by human use, in this case by mowing. To preserve the colourful diversity 
extensive management is needed, otherwise the land would become over-
grown with bushes. An impressive feature of these meadows is the widesp-
read occurrence of the pink-flowered Meadow Bistort, a plant that is mis-
sing on intensively farmed land. A mosaic of water meadows can be seen, 
with stands of Rush and Sedge interspersed with very marshy areas. The 
flowers of the Bogbean, Narrow-leaved Cotton Grass and Sphagnum 
mosses characterize these special locations. Some transition zones to the 
adjacent Arnsberg Forest still hold moist areas of Mat-Grass with stands 
of Lousewort and Milkwort.

Protection of meadows
One of the key points for the protection of this habitat type is the continuation 
or reintroduction of the traditional usage of mowing after the middle of June 
and a restriction of fertilization to the moderate use of manure. Subse-
quently, extensive grazing is possible.
Indicator species: Burnet or Bistort, Water-Meadow Grasshopper or Lesser 
Marbled Fritillary

”Just a little  
fertilization and 

late mowing makes 
meadows colour-

ful!“
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Young dipperDipper nestDipper

Dipper
The Dipper is the symbol of the LIFE project and is unique 
among songbirds. It can swim, dive and even run under water. 
It feeds mainly on micro-organisms from the river and is thus 
an indirect indicator of good water quality.

Measures implemented to clean the interstitial (gap system in 
the bed of the stream) and wash out excessive fine sediment, 
to remove migration barriers and reduce the inflow of 
pollutants and nutrients have improved the living conditions 
for aquatic larvae, worms, snails and fish. Niches in eroded 
banks and gaps in tree-root clumps offer the Dipper good 
nesting opportunities once again.

The LIFE-Nature project has thus resulted in an increase in 
the food supply and new nesting opportunities for the Dipper. 
The Möhne offers everything the Dipper needs to live: clean 
water, strong current, rocks, gravel and numerous aquatic  
insects.

Dipper fact sheet
Latin name Cinculus cinculus
Characteristics The only songbird that can 

swim and dive; die Dipper 
is an indirect indicator of 
good water quality

Habitat Fast-flowing, clear streams 
and rivers in the lowlands 
and mountains

Food Water insects and their  
larvae, small crustaceans, 
small fish

Feeding habitat Streams, rivers and their 
floodplains

Reproductive period From February
Nesting place Directly at the water’s edge
Nest Built under roots and over-

hanging banks, always 
very close to the water

Egg-laying March to July
Number of broods 1 to 2
Incubation period 15 to 17 days
Feeding of young 19 to 25 days
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Cultural history of the river valley

The Möhne Valley has changed in the course of time. The use of grass-
land has been documented since as early as the first Prussian land survey 
of 1839. Even then, the valley had probably already been cleared of forest 
for a lengthy period of time. It served the surrounding settlements mainly 
for the production of hay and animal bedding. Sole use of the land as cattle 
pasture did not gain importance until later. Traditional land uses preserved 
the unique habitat diversity of the floodplain for a long time.

At the beginning of 20th century the Möhne Valley was connected to the 
transport infrastructure by construction of the Möhne Chaussee road  
(today‘s B 516) and a railway line. This led to a narrowing of the valley 
cross-section, and was followed by regulation or straightening of the  
stream.

Since the thirties, but particularly after the Second World War, large areas 
of the water meadows were transformed by drainage and fertilization into 
fertilized meadows or were ploughed up. In areas that no longer appeared 
useful for social, economic or agro-structural reasons, cultivation was 
abandoned. For modern agriculture these ”useless“ areas were too wet or 
too small. After the 1950s, the species-rich but uneconomical areas were 
barely farmed or were planted with conifers.

”Now we‘re go-
ing to get things 
changed here!“

Legend
Land use
Type of use

Flowing water

Standing water

Deciduous forest

Coniferous forest

Small wood

Meadow

Grazing land

Fallow land

Fish ponds

Embankment

Road

Path



Near naturalUnnatural

Topsoil

Floodplain loam

Crushed rock

Bedrock
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A contemporary witness reports
Around 1950, most farms had 5 to 8 dairy cows while 
the ”big farms“ had up to 15 cows. Hay making only 
began in early July and was hard work. The mowing 
and hay harvesting machines were drawn by two hor-
ses. Some areas were mowed with a scythe while the 
morning dew was on the grass. The men doing this 
work always took a piece of bacon with them as a 
snack. The hay was turned with rakes and loosely pa-
cked on hay wagons. In good weather, it took at least a 
week until the hay was dry.

After the second mowing in September, the dairy cows 
were brought onto the meadows and stayed there as 
long as the weather permitted. The animals were mil-
ked at the Möhne and right up to the 1970s the milk 
cans were picked up daily at the Möhne Road.

Sheep also grazed the Möhne Valley. At the onset of 
winter, the herds were driven from the pastures in 
Meiste, and moved along the Möhne and down into the 
middle Ruhr Valley (Hattingen, Witten).

What we learn from history
Developments in the Möhne Valley had far-reaching 
consequences not only for plants and animals, but also 
for the human inhabitants.

Due to the river straightening, the water flowed faster. 
Most of the flow power went into erosion of the bed; the 
river dug down into the terrain. Due to the lower river 
bed, natural water structures like meanders, flood 
channels and tributaries disappeared, and the connec-
tion between the water and the floodplain was lost.  
After heavy rainfall, the flood wave remained confined 
between the river banks and could not spread out into 
the floodplain where it would slow down and be held 
back. The flood rushed downriver unrestrained and  
often caused serious damage to property there.

Intensive cultivation or total lack of cultivation
In the floodplain, intense meadowland cultivation or 
lack of cultivation led to a loss of biodiversity. In additi-
on, plantations of the non-native Spruce tree domina-
ting many areas of the valley formed insurmountable 
obstacles for butterflies and dragonflies.
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Back to nature  
– What restoration measures were necessary?

The term ”restoration“ actually means nothing more than ”restoring the 
function of nature“. In many cases, however, this is not entirely possible, 
since the land area needed is no longer available. It is then perhaps better 
to speak of revitalization or revival.

Floodplains are in a state of constant change. The river is constantly chan-
ging its course and looking for new ways through. This natural momentum 
is of great use for the restoring process. If a straightened river is given 
enough space and time, it will redesign its own bed and surroundings. 
Generally, ”help the river to help itself“ is the motto, but sometimes the 
Möhne needed more assistance than that. Bank reinforcements had to be 
removed and weirs made passable again. Sometimes it was enough to 
just place a tree trunk in the Möhne to steer it in a different direction and to 
revitalise its natural dynamics.

With the aim of restoring the formerly typical habitats, project planning and 
work was carried out in the Möhne Valley from 2010 to 2016.

Project aims:
• Restore the river and its environs to a good ecological condition
• Preservation and restoration of species-rich meadows and pastures
• Encouraging locally appropriate native tree species
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LIFE in the river
Transverse structures and weirs were altered so that they are again easily 
passable for fish and other river organisms. By extending the course of the 
Möhne, it was possible to return the river to a section of its original bed. 
The unnatural gradient that resulted from the river straightening is now 
being evened out over a longer stretch of the watercourse. As a conse-
quence, the river no longer digs down into the terrain, but spreads out to 
create temporary inundation areas in the floodplain that are valuable spa-
wning areas. The placement of dead wood initialises dynamic processes 
in the river. The ”finishing touches“ are now being undertaken by the Möhne 
itself with each new flood. It excavates pools and depressions in the bed, 
cuts steep riverside banks, rearranges river gravel to build up new gravel 
bars and creates new habitat structures in the water.

LIFE in the forest
Non-native spruce forests in the floodplain have a negative impact because 
they cast heavy shade on the water all the year round, and are also insur-
mountable obstacles for moths and other insects. Plants and animals that 
are typical of natural riparian woodlands can find no place in the alien  
forests. For this reason, these conifers have been removed from large 
sections of the Möhne Valley, in order to enable natural deciduous forests 
to develop again. Directly at the water’s edge the first Black Alders are now 
germinating on the soil scoured bare by floodwater. On drier sites or  
where there is a lack of mother trees, targeted planting of Beech, Oak and 
Alder trees is helping natural woodlands to re-establish themselves.

LIFE in the meadowland
After sometimes complicated tree-felling and land clearing operations, the 
former grassland areas were returned to use. Severely degraded areas 
were made cultivatable again by initial soil revival measures. Today, moist 
areas are kept open by cattle grazing, thus preventing the re-growth of 
woody plants. The drier areas are again being mowed and are developing 
into species-rich hay meadows.

”I feel good 
here“
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LIFE – What is that actually?

The acronym LIFE is well chosen because when we see ”LIFE“ we imme-
diately and appropriately think of ”life“. The words behind the acronym are 
French: „L‘Instrument Financier pour l‘Environnement“ – the financing ins-
trument of the European Union for the environment.
www.ec.europa.eu/life

Life projects are carried out in Flora Fauna Habitat and Bird Protection 
areas that belong to the Natura 2000 network. The ”Natura 2000“ scheme 
created an international network of protected habitats over the entire terri-
tory of the European Union. This represents a significant achievement for 
the conservation of our natural heritage.

Legend

Forest routeInfo point LIFE

Bus

Möhne Valley  
cycle track

Ruhr Valley  
cycle track



Life Möhne Floodplain fact sheet
Implementation 
period

2010 – 2016

Project area FFH areas Möhne Upper Course and Middle 
Course

Total budget 2.896.347 € 
50 % the total sum is financed by the EU,  
37 % by the state of NRW from nature  
protection funds and 13 % is the contribution 
of the project partners.

Project  
Management

Kreis Soest District Authority

Project partners • Hochsauerland District Authority
•  Biological Station of the Hochsauerland 
•  Arbeitsgemeinschaft Biologischer  

Umweltschutz (ABU)
•  Landscape Information Centre Möhne (LIZ)

Kreis
Soest

Hochsauerland-
kreis

Rhein

Ruhr/Möhne

Ems

Nordrhein-
Westfalen

Düsseldorf
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Bistort

©   Cartographic layout: Kreis Soest 
this map is protected by copyright: Geodaten NRW

©   Geobasisdaten: member of GDI, district government Cologne
©  GeoBasis-DE: federal agency for cartography and geodesy 
©   OpenStreetMap and Contributors, Commens Atribution Share 

Alike-Licens 2.0 (CC-BY-SA) 
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RobinGrey wagtailRed-backed shrike

Changes from a bird‘s eye perspective

The implemented project measures become clear when viewed from high 
above.

”A lot has  
happened here“

District border 2015

District border 2012District border 2010



Former pond system

Straightened course of the Möhne
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Great grey shirke European goldfinchMeadow pipit

Pond system 2013

Pond system 2015
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Drooping avensBrook lampreyYellow-banded Skipper

Alliances for nature conservation

Land Consolidation authority
Before the Möhne and its floodplain could be given more space again, the 
required land had to become available. This was made possible by the 
District Government‘s Department for Rural Development and Land  
Management, which purchased areas of land along the river and thus  
enabled the Life project to take place.

Agriculture
Land management plays a crucial role in the preservation of meadows and 
pastures. To ensure that the Möhne Valley keeps its open character in the 
future, suitable lease contracts were signed with local farmers.

Fishing
The fisheries authorities carried out fish stock surveys in collaboration with 
the project partners and local anglers during the project. This provided  
the basis for documenting the first positive effects of the river engineering 
measures on the fish fauna.

Landesbetrieb Wald & Holz (State Forestry and Timber Agency)
The Forestry Office Soest-Sauerland and the district forester accompa-
nied the forest management plans and measures. The felling and wood 
recovery techniques to be used for removing the non-native spruce forests 
and the methods for re-establishing native woodland were developed 
jointly.

Communities / towns
The LIFE project was viewed very positively by all the local towns and 
communities. Municipal areas were made available because the project 
not only promoted regional nature and tourism, but also contributed in large 
part to the implementation of the EU Water Framework Directive.
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Opinions in the Möhne Valley

Conservationist
”The goal of the project was to give the River Möhne the space it needs 
and to restore its natural habitats. The living conditions for rare animals 
and plants need to be protected and developed. Much has been achieved. 
See for yourself!“

Angler
”The fishing waters of the Möhne have become more natural due to the 
work done under the project, and the fish can again migrate to their  
spawning grounds. It is now a joy to spend time at the Möhne.“

Farmer
”Dark spruce forests have been converted into species-rich meadows and 
pastures. These are maintained by extensive farming. Conservation in-
centive payments compensate me for the extra effort I have to put in here.“

Cyclist
”The Möhne Valley cycle track is great to ride. The valley has gained gre-
atly in value from an experience and recreation point of view. I find special 
features and information on the project and the river floodplain at the  
provided restplaces.“

Company owner
”For our company it was a very interesting experience to be working as 
part of such a conservation project. As a local entrepreneur I now see the 
valley with different eyes.“

”Humans love it 
and so do I!“
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Upland Green Bush-cricketSmall Pearl-bordered Fritillary

Initial results give reason for optimism

The meadows and pastures are now more species-rich and colourful 
thanks to the collaboration with local farmers. Forests made up of non-native 
tree species have been removed and converted to grassland. Riparian 
forests typical of this location are being allowed to develop alongside the 
river, and the natural regeneration of Alders and Willows is being supported. 
Sections of the floodplain are being farmed again according to the historical 
model. The valley has been ”opened up“ and cleared of barriers; for but-
terflies and grasshopper species, the way is now clear to colonize new 
areas. Many endangered species such as the Green Forester butterfly are 
able to thrive in this mosaic of habitats.

In the water, successes have also been achieved. After 2 weirs and 15 
smaller dams were made passable for fish and small creatures, the way up 
to Brilon is free again. This can best be illustrated by the example of the 
Bullhead. This little fish places particularly high demands on its habitat, 
both in terms of water quality and also in terms of passability. Bullheads 
have no swim bladder and therefore even small obstacles are insurmoun-
table for them.

The survey of fish fauna in the upper course of the Möhne at the beginning 
of the project showed that the Bullhead was non-existent there. Renewed 
checks have proved that the Bullhead population has improved dramati-
cally, with the species now being found in upstream waters until shortly 
before Brilon. Moreover, in the new meandering Möhne that has been  
released from the permanent shade of the Spruce trees, the first mats of 
Stream Water Crowfoot are stretching their flowers out of the water. The 
Möhne is now flowing into a bright future.

”There’s lots  
of food for me 

here!“
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Caddisfly-grub StoneflyRiver trout
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Objectives achieved!

The measures to be carried out under the project were complex in every 
respect. To achieve effective project implementation it was essential to 
find public acceptance in the region. From the outset, the different interest 
groups (residents, farmers, anglers ...) were for this reason involved in the 
activities. In the course of time this resulted in collaborations that have 
greatly contributed to the success of the project.

With the support of more than 70 landowners, 20 farmers, 40 companies 
and many other participants, the Möhne Valley has been transformed into 
a liveable, lovable and experienceable ”green belt in the low mountains“.

The FFH areas ”Möhne Upper Course“ and ”Möhne Middle 
Course“ were expanded by a total of 40 ha, and project mea-
sures were implemented in an area of more than 150 ha.

Open landscape
• Species-rich meadows and pastures were developed (approx. 70 ha) 

Forest
• Natural deciduous forests were created (approx. 11 ha)

River
• Semi-natural meandering courses were created (approx. 2,500 m)
• Bank reinforcements were removed (approx. 1,500 m)
• Flood channels were excavated (approx. 700 m)
• 17 weirs and obstacles were made passable
• 12 backwaters were reconnected to the river
• 5 groundwater ponds were created
• 3 fishponds were remodelled

… and what happens next?

In order to ensure that the great diversity is maintained, long-term lease 
contracts were signed with the local farmers. Now that the Möhne has been 
given back its space, its natural dynamism is free to constantly remodel the 
floodplain and the course of the river. The young riparian forests need more 
time to grow to their true size. Future developments in the Möhne floodplain 
will remain under observation, so that action can be taken to counteract 
undesirable changes.

”Super that  
humans think  

of us too!“ 
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Medaow cranesbill
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Experiencing the Möhne

The Möhne floodplain has become more experienceable as a recreational 
area and invites visitors to explore its many beautiful stretches, either on 
foot or by bicycle.

Gaining new perspectives
By means of the public relations activities that accompanied the project, 
”networkers“ were trained, school pupils and students were made aware of 
the area’s significance, and tourists and locals were given plenty to marvel 
at. More than 20 artists gave the Möhne a ”face“. The ”Möhne Transforma-
tion“ exhibition enabled people to view nature from a different angle. During 
field trips, lectures and events several thousand visitors experienced the 
ongoing transformation of the Möhne during the project years.

On two wheels through a fascinating landscape: Cycling through the Möh-
ne Valley you can discover so much more. The pedalling is not very diffi-
cult because from Brilon to Lake Möhne the track is almost always on a 
slight downhill slope. On the 65 km-long bike ride, always following the  
river, you get a good impression of the Möhne Valley. Always very close to 
nature, you can set your own pace and discover a marvellous floodplain 
landscape. Take a look at the implemented measures and the transforma-
tion achieved by the LIFE project and get to know the inhabitants of the 
Möhne Valley. A fact sheet is available for this bike tour.

The Adventures of Mo the Dipper: In the excursion booklet ”With Mo  
through the Möhne and its Floodplains“ a young dipper goes in search of 
its own territory. Mo invites you to join him on his journey along the Möhne 
and to learn a lot about the river. In the excursion booklet there is also a 
detachable sheet for studying the water.

”I feel good 
here!“
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